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Human-first digital 
strategy for the new 
era of healthcare



Why does this 
matter?
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REASON 1

Change is a feature, 
not a bug



REASON 2

Human behavior is at the heart 
of change management





Let’s go.

Minding the 
digital gap1

Minding the 
research gap2

Bridging 
the gap3

Getting 
started4



Minding the 
digital gap
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A digital roadmap is a 1-3 year 
plan that aligns stakeholders on 

priorities, objectives, and budget 
to achieve your goals.



Without a roadmap, executing 
on a digital strategy is futile



Without a roadmap…

Rogue 
“branding”

Unapproved 
tech

Franken-
sites

Reactive 
projects

Budget 
overruns

Staff 
burnout



How do we get on the road?



Get the right people 
on the bus

System leadership  |  Stakeholders  |  IS/IT 

1



Align with corporate 
strategy

Market  |  Differentiators  |  Partnerships 

2



Gather your data

Onsite  |  Campaign  |  People

3



Identify the table 
stakes

Platform  |  Campaign  |  Projects

4



Daydream

Where to, next?
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Workshops
» Business objectives
» Backlog definition & 

prioritization
» Roadmapping

Audits & research
» Tech & Infrastructure
» UX/UI
» Analytics & SEO
» Stakeholder consultations
» Content
» Features & functions

Strategy
» Insights
» Review and validate/revamp 

existing digital strategy
» Updating personas
» User journey mapping
» Competitive analysis
» Recommendations

Mapping it out



Operational vs strategic:
Planning for the right journey



One-year operational roadmap

One year 
roadmap
Business cycle 

planning

Ongoing tasks 
& activities

Known 
capital 

projects

Incremental 
changes & 

innovations



Multi-year strategic roadmap

Multi-year 
roadmap

Long-term 
strategic planning

Digital 
transformation 

& innovation

Future 
projects & 
innovation

Capital vs 
operational 
budgeting, 

planning



The 70 | 20 | 10 rule

Known projects and 
business-as-usual

Must-haves

Innovations with an 
expected ROI

Needle-movers

Blue-sky innovations 

Game-changers



What does the end of 
the journey look like?



What are your gaps?



Want to go deeper?
Come see me after class



Minding the
behavior gap
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We see 
organizations 
still using 
personas 
from…

STALE PERSONAS

» Pre-Pandemic

» Created internally from 
anecdotal information

» The work of expensive 
consultants from years ago

» Or from narrow sources



Digital 
Ethnography:
Relevant.
Valuable.
Actionable.



Surface behavior

Deep behavior



The audience interacts…

From the perspective of the customer

Activate Research Shopping Conversion Advocacy



Activate Research Shopping Conversion Advocacy

Traditional
Influencers

Social Media
Public Relations

Search

Search
Influencers

Social Media
Public Relations

Sales
Influencers

Social Media
Public Relations

Sales Social Media

Components of the segment
See how most components (“traditional” and non) fit in at each step



Activate Research Shopping Conversion Advocacy

Traditional 
Social Media

PR
Search

Social Media
PR

Search

Sales
Social Media

PR
Sales Social Media

Sales Data
Customer Data
Post-Transaction Surveys
Website Stats
Net Promoter Score

Where do we get data?



Activate Research Shopping Conversion Advocacy

Traditional 
Social Media

PR
Search

Social Media
PR

Search

Sales
Social Media

PR
Sales Social Media

Focus Groups
General Surveys

Where do we get data?



Activate Research Shopping Conversion Advocacy

Traditional 
Social Media

PR
Search

Social Media
PR

Search

Sales
Social Media

PR
Sales Social MediaFocus Groups

General 
Surveys

Sales Data
Customer Data
Post-Transaction 
Surveys
Website Stats
Net Promoter Score

Listening
& Digital 
Ethnography

Where do we get data?



What are your gaps?



Bridging the gap
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(      )

A partnership to bridge the gap

(      )



You got your digital roadmap on 
my behavioral personas!



Two great strategies that 
work better together



At the heart of human-first digital strategy
Fuel your strategy with insights

Go from WHAT …

Assumption Insight Action

to WHY … and make it happen.



Build a strong foundation for change

2
Discovery

3
Definition

1
Framing

4
Planning



Quarterly / annual cycle

Build adaptability into your journey 
Successful digital roadmaps have “A” plan, not “THE” plan

  Rediscover
  & Assess   Strategize Reprioritize   Execute  



Some of 
the great 
healthcare 
brands 
who have 
benefitted 
from these 
kinds of 
insights

CHAPTER HEADING



What this looks like 
in practice



Scenario: Refining 
Personas & personalization
Challenging assumptions across 
language, location, and referral source



Tell me what’d I say



Location, location, location



Know your sources



Scenario: Understanding 
wait time motivation
How context can change



Using 
Roadmap 
Foundation to 
align people, 
process, and 
technology 
on important 
initiatives

WAIT TIMES



Wait times 
aren’t just 
about 
emergencies

WAIT TIMES



Enter the influencer



They’re 
calling from 
inside the 
house!

WAIT TIMES



Influencer 
begets 
influencer 
begets 
influencer

WAIT TIMES



service lines

automation

conversion

generational differences

retention recruitment
campaigns

crisis

inclusivity

pricing transparency

public relations

insurance

search



What can you 
do to get started?
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There’s a treatment plan, 
but no prescription



Be curious like Jane



Find an objective navigator



Assemble your team and 
start a dialogue



Are your personas past 
the sell by date?



Is your organization 
operating from a unified 

digital strategy?



Is your website 
personalization as good as 
your targeted marketing?



One insight implemented is 
worth a thousand good ideas.



Ben Cash
      bcash@reasononeinc.com

      reasononeinc.com

      @reasononeinc

Questions?

Dean Browell
      dean@discoverfeedback.com

      discoverfeedback.com

      @discoverfeedbacktwt



Contact us
      bcash@reasononeinc.com

      lminors@reasononeinc.com

      reasononeinc.com

      @reasononeinc

Questions?



Common practice: patients & caregivers treated the same

Assumption Insight Action

Language
➔ Low Vision
➔ Chronic Kidney Disease
➔ Oncology

➔ Blurry  vision
➔ CKD
➔ Cancer

➔ Update content
➔ Create new groups
➔ Tag pages for search

Location
➔ Treat all parents of neuro 

peds the same
➔ System brand > facility

➔ Rural access and regional 
patient experience

➔ Locals spy differences between 
facilities

➔ Location page variants based 
on geolocation

➔ Filter unavailable doctors

Referral 
Source

➔ Service line page
➔ Babycenter
➔ Facility locations

➔ Caregiver vs. patient
➔ Peds vs prenatal
➔ Confusion over parking

➔ Optimized IA and personalized 
variants

➔ Present alternatives based on 
referral source

➔ Onsite guide options


